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The rapid improvement in recent years within growth of Quantum Dot (QD) material has led to the availability of high quality gain material, which so far has been exploited mainly for QD lasers [ 1.21. However, the unique properties of QDs offer many interesting features, which can be exploited in semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAS) to be used either as linear amplifiers or as highly nonlinear elements. Among these features is a v"y broad gain specmm, which is illustrated in fig. l(a) . The specmm shows the presence of a fully inverted, inhomogeneously broadened. QD Ground State (GS) transition, an Excited State (ES) transition and a partly filled Wetting Layer (WL) in the shape of a narrow Quantum Well (QW). The width of the QD GS gain peak is significantly wider than that of a rypical QWlbulk SOA, hinting to the potential of QD SOAs in WDM transmission systems.
Another unique aspect of QD SOAs is the low pumping required to obtain population inversion of the lower states in the dots and the resulting sharp saturation of the QD GS gain, illustrated in fig. I(b) . Such behavior has been observed experimentally [3] and owes mainly to the large energy separation between the QD states. A high inversion is crucial for both the linear and nonlinear properties of a QD amplifier as will be described in the following. Due to the low modal gain of QD SOAs it is necessary to use long devices in order to achieve a significant small signal gain. Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE) is known to limit the maximum achievable gain in long QWlbulk devices 141 and an interesting question is how ASE influences long QD SOAs. Fig. 2(a) shows the calculated small signal GS gain as function of device length [SI. The gain is seen to saturate at a high value of 47dB for devices longer than 6mm, due to ASE. The explanation for this slow ASE saturation is a high saturation power (dashed 0-7803-7500-9/02/$17.0002002 IEEE line) of more than ZWSm, which in Nm owes to the high inversion of the active states, i.e. a low differential gain. The low modal gain, resulting in a low local stimulated recombination rate, combined with a relatively fast carrier relaxation into the active states means that capture and relaxation effects do not limit the performance in the regime considered here. As predicted earlier [61, the high inversion also results in a low noise figure at the GS transition (shown in fig. 2(b) ) for devices shorter than the saturation length. However, as the ASE saturates the amplifier, the inversion of the GS decreases, resulting in a rapid increase of the noise figure.
The calculated saturation power and small signal gain are significantly higher than what is observed in QWlbulk devices indicating that QD SOAs are good candidates for high quality linear amplifiers. fig. 3(a) (solid dots). An ultrafast gain recovery on a timescale of less than 15Ofs is observed after excitation with a short. ISMS, pulse. The apparent lack of any slow component in the recovery is unique compared to other types of SOAs and hints to the possibility of using QD SOAs for ultrafast signal processing. Modeling results are shown in fig. 3 (a) (solid line) and fig. 3(b) . The later figure shows the dynamics of the GS, ES, and WL carrier populations during the recovery process. The GS is seen to recover by intradot relaxation of carriers from the, initially, completely filled ES, which in Nm recovers on a longer timescale of picoseconds by capture of carriers from the WL. The ultrafast SaNratiOn and recovery of the GS gain rhus corresponds to Spectral Hole Burning (SHB) and recovery in buWQW devices. The WL recovers on a ns timescale (shown in the insert of fig. 3(b) ) determined by the carrier lifetime of the WL. The slow recovery of the WL indicates that under amplification of a train of pulses, with repetition period comparable to or shorter than the WL recovery time, the inversion of the StruCNre will continue to decrease, thus slowing down the recovery of the GS, leading to strong patterning effects. The dynamics of the WL are thus impatant for the overall performance of the device. The possibility of employing optical holding or pumping in the WL has been investigated theoretically 
ES, and WLpopulations.
The SHB effect may, however, be exploited under certain operating conditions. This can be illustrated by considering a simplified system consisting of a single QD level and a WL in the shape of a narrow QW. Fig. 4(a) shows the calculated small signal optical modulation efficiency of the gain versus average optical power when a weakly modulated signal is injected into the device. Considering first a device with fast carrier CapNre of IWfs, corresponding d a typical dephasing time of a bulWQW device, two distinct regimes are observed: low power levels, where the modulation efficiency is low but independent of-average power. i.e. no pattem dependence; and high power levels, where the modulation efficiency is high but smngly dependent on the average POWR. It is in this latter regime that a typical device employing cross gain modulation. e.g. for wavelength conversion, would be operated. In the first regime the modulation is dominated by SHB and in the second regime it is dominated by Carrier Density Pulsation (CDP). Considering now a device with a slower capture of 4ps. corresponding to typical capture times of QD devices, we see that the SHB part of the modulation is increased significantly and we thus have a regime with high modulation efficiency and no pattern dependence. Operating the device in this latter regime and injecting a 10ffibiVs signal together with a weak CW beam, the potential for ultrafast signal processing can be illushated. The modulated output CW signal is shown in fig. 4(b) , where a very efficient modulation with only slight pattern effect is observed. This regime of operation, which has also been investigated by Sugawara et al. [lo] , is not feasible in buWQW devices due the fast intraband scattering times of 50-loofs. The field of QD SOAs still remains largely unexplored, but there seems to be great potential for improving the linear and nonlinear propmies beyond those of bulk and QW devices. 
